Dinuka McKenzie - Please put up a noise wall for the people in the links we deserve the same

From: "Andrew" <cewhelan@optusnet.com.au>
To: <plan_comment@planning.nsw.gov.au>
Date: 5/26/2011 1:02 PM
Subject: Please put up a noise wall for the people in the links we deserve the same

Please put up a noise wall for the people in the links we deserve the same consideration as everyone else. Why should we be left out. PLEASE
From: "Andrew" <cewhelan@optusnet.com.au>
To: <plan_comment@planning.nsw.gov.au>
Date: 5/26/2011 9:24 PM
Subject: noise wallls

Please do the right thing and put in a noise wall for all the people in the links estate we to deserve a little bit of consideration why would you put it in for some and not for us. Please your truly Christine Whelan
To whom it may concern,

My parents have just found out that there will be **no noise wall** on the Georges River Bridge. They are very upset with this news.

This is appalling considering the Links Estate will be the only area on the whole M5/M7/M4 with no noise walls on a bridge. Furthermore, the NSW government is putting noise walls on other parts of the M5 to protect parks, golf courses, factories, etc however are not willing to protect local residents and their homes. We cannot be the only area left without a noise wall.

Please do the right thing and rectify this situation and protect our homes.

Kind Regards,
Michael Petrinovic